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Abstract. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has stoked racism and racial division worldwide. Many early studies indicated that xenophobic hate toward Asian populations had taken root especially in online discourse. However, as social and political conditions have evolved with time, the nature of hate speech and racism have likewise shifted in the public conversation. Using a large-scale, long-term dataset of tweets about racism during the pandemic, we analyze differences in the prevalence and targeting of hate speech. We empirically demonstrate that while hateful racism discourse primarily featured “Asian” and “Chinese” identities in March, focus was redirected towards “American” and the “President” in August. Collectively, these findings suggest that online discussions of racism shifted from xenophobia at the onset of the pandemic to critical attacks against political leaders like the U.S. president. Our findings bear implications for understanding the political potency of racism during the pandemic, as well as the computational study of online hate speech more broadly.
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1 Introduction

Over the past year, the COVID-19 pandemic has not only triggered public health crises worldwide but also exacerbated social conflicts [3, 16]. Burgeoning research points to the seriousness of online hate speech around COVID-19, particularly in relation to xenophobic and racist discourse. During the nascent stages of the
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pandemic, racial, ethnic, and national groups—especially Asian and Chinese populations—became associated with the pathogen through negative political and media representations [9, 12]. Moreover, recent work points to the bot-driven amplification of hateful, racialized content in relation to the pandemic, with potential consequences for sowing discord in ethnically diverse societies struggling with local outbreaks [14]. Racism thus plays a crucial role in aggravating the pandemic’s diverse and unequal impacts, and occupies a key position in public discourse surrounding the disease.

Months later, however, the social dimensions of the pandemic have transformed. In this view, we posit that public understandings of the disease—as well as its attendant associations with various social groups—have similarly evolved. However, extant research tends to be focused on earlier periods of the pandemic. For instance, to our knowledge, no existing work quantifies temporal shifts in online racist discourse around the pandemic. From an identity perspective, it also remains to be seen whether racism remains particularly sinophobic or has become repurposed for other targets. Using a series of interoperable computational tools [15], this paper examines these changes empirically through the lens of social cybersecurity [1]. Nearly a year into the pandemic, this work aims to contribute to longer-term scholarship on racism and the COVID-19 pandemic while also introducing a straightforward quantitative methodology for characterizing changes in hate speech over time.

In sum, we ask the following research questions:

1. How much hate speech is associated with discussions of racism during the COVID-19 pandemic?
2. What are the identities associated with racism and hate speech in online conversations about the pandemic?
3. How do patterns of hate speech around the online discussion of racism vary between early on in the pandemic and several months later?

2 Methods

2.1 Dataset

We examined online COVID-19 discussions using a large-scale global dataset collected by Huang and Carley [7]. The full dataset consisted of over 200 million pandemic-related tweets obtained using the Twitter streaming API with search terms related to COVID-19.

We were particularly interested in the prevalence of hate speech in the Twitter coronavirus conversation at two points in time—March 2020 (Time 1) and August 2020 (Time 2). Hence, over this time period, we filtered for tweets that mentioned words from a multilingual list of racism-related terms. Table 1 lists these filter words, such as “racist”, “bigot”, and “xenophobic”. Our hypothesis was that these tweets would likely have been sent in response to instances of racism on Twitter. One meaningful interaction between such tweets, for instance, would entail calling out other users as being racist.
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Table 1. Racism-related terms used to filter the data, along with the number of languages other than English into which they were translated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>racism</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>discriminative</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>bigoted</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>racist</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>discrimination</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>xenophobia</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>racial</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>discriminated</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>xenophobe</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>bigotry</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>xenophobes</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discriminates</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>bigot</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>xenophobic</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discriminatory</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>bigots</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of Twitter datasets on racism around COVID-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Time 1 (March)</th>
<th>Time 2 (August)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tweets</td>
<td>Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racism Tweets</td>
<td>518K</td>
<td>425K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replied Tweets</td>
<td>28K</td>
<td>14K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To investigate these dynamics further, we filtered our tweets mentioning racism to find replies to other tweets. We then collected as many of the tweets that had been replied to as was possible at the time (since some of the original tweets may have been deleted). According to our hypothesis, these tweets that had gathered replies mentioning racism should have been examples of racist activity on Twitter. We therefore ended up with two datasets per point in time: a set of tweets mentioning racism and a set of tweets to which people had replied with mentions of racism. We have summarized statistics on these datasets in Table 2.

2.2 Hate Speech Detection and Characterization

In this study, we detected hate speech by using a machine learning model trained on a seminal benchmark dataset of hate speech [4]. Using the NetMapper software [2], we obtain a feature set of lexical counts derived from the psycholinguistic literature [10, 13]. The model employs a random forest classifier to predict hate speech labels using these features. Prior research has shown that the model achieves a weighted F1 score of 83% on the benchmark data [14]. A tweet was counted as hateful if the model gave it a score above 50%. The proportion of hateful tweets was computed for each dataset, and two-sample proportion tests for equality (with continuity correction) were performed to compare the datasets over time. Proportion tests were done to compare the tweets mentioning racism to the tweets to which they had replied.

Since a key question on the coronavirus racism conversation dealt with which groups were being targeted, we further counted the instances of the multilingual identity terms used by NetMapper [2, 8]. These identity terms were manually
Figure 1. Predicted proportions of hate speech in racism conversation around COVID-19.

Table 3. Results of proportion tests comparing amounts of hate speech across datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racism Time 1</td>
<td>Racism Time 2</td>
<td>5634.2</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replied Time 1</td>
<td>Replied Time 2</td>
<td>1.0314</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racism Time 1</td>
<td>Replied Time 1</td>
<td>2.6738</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racism Time 2</td>
<td>Replied Time 2</td>
<td>459.32</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

coded by two coders as belonging to five categories: gender, politics, race, religion, and other. During the coding process, all identities were allowed to belong to more than one of the first four categories. If an identity did not belong to any of the first four, then it was coded as “other”. Annotations were initially performed in an independent fashion, then subsequently resolved by consensus between the two coders.

Using this identity lexicon, we counted the number of times each term was used in our datasets of tweets and aggregated the counts across the five categories of identity terms. In this scheme, we assumed that a tweet using an identity term that was also classified as hate speech was expressing hate towards the corresponding identity term category.

3 Results

3.1 Hate Speech in COVID-19 Racism Discussion

Figure 1 shows the proportion of hateful tweets for each of the four data sets. Interestingly, across datasets, we find that the overall levels of hate speech in the discussion of racism around COVID-19 are relatively low. Using our hate speech model, most values are below 1%, with the highest detected proportion being around 1.56% for tweets explicitly mentioning racism in August.

Using a series of two-sample tests for equality of proportion, we determined the statistical significance of the differences in the prevalence of hate speech
between our datasets. These results are summarized in Table 3. Based on the hate speech model, we find that the amount of hate appears to significantly increase from March to August among tweets explicitly mentioning racism ($\chi^2 = 5634.2, p < .001$).

During that later time period, the amount of hate is also significantly higher among tweets mentioning racism relative to the tweets to which they are replying ($\chi^2 = 459.32, p < .001$). This is in contrast to the relationship in March, when tweets mentioning racism do not differ significantly in hateful content compared to the tweets they reply to ($\chi^2 = 2.6738, p = 0.102$).

Collectively, the results of this analysis suggest that there were more hateful tweets among August tweets mentioning racism rather than the tweets to which they were replying. This goes against our call-out hypothesis. Instead, the mentions of racism themselves appear to be used in a pejorative fashion.

### 3.2 Pivoting from Racial to Political Hate

We nuance our analysis of hate speech around the racism discussion by measuring mentions of particular classes of identity terms. Figure 2 shows changes in the rate at which different identities are mentioned in tweets classified as hate speech by our model across datasets. Table 4 further reports the results of two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests which ascertain the statistical significance of differences over time and between racism tweets compared to the tweets to which they reply.

Quite consistently, we see a reversal in the relative level at which identity terms are mentioned among tweets mentioning racism versus those to which
Table 4. Results of two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests comparing identity scores relative to time, dataset type, and their interaction effect. Asterisks indicate levels of statistical significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identities</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>284.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>7.050</td>
<td>&lt;.01**</td>
<td>60.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>2.077</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>253.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.8659</td>
<td>4.342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they reply. Initially, tweets mentioning racism also mention various identity terms at a higher level than their reply targets. But in August, it is the reply targets which are invoking identity terms at greater rates. These crossovers are captured by statistically significant interaction effects for gender identities \((F = 12.037, p < .001)\), political identities \((F = 9.778, p < .01)\), and racial identities \((F = 15.286, p < .001)\). We additionally note that religious identities are scarcely mentioned in our datasets.

Most striking are the changes in racial and political identities. Between March and August, the sharp decline in the association between racism tweets and racial identities signals that hateful tweets mentioning racism are no longer explicitly attacking particular racial groups. By contrast, the increased scores among reply targets suggest that it is these tweets expressing racially charged hate. In other words, later on in the pandemic, we measure behaviors more in line with our previous call-out hypothesis: when netizens tweet hatefully in relation to specific racial identities, other netizens respond to them aggressively with call-outs of racism. These interactions were not as salient in March.

Meanwhile, for political identities, we observe a similar crossover effect. But while the differences were not as stark between datasets in March, the gap widens significantly by August. Notable here is that the level of political identities among reply targets rises to a level similar to that of the racial identities, indicating that the discussion of racism not only concerns racial groups, but also political actors. More specifically, in August, the pattern appears to be that netizens tweet hatefully in relation to key political figures, and netizens likewise respond hatefully with charges of racism.

3.3 From Xenophobia to Political Fallout

For more in-depth analysis of this shift in the meaning of racism, we turn to the specific identities mentioned in the tweets collected. Figure 3 depicts the top twenty identity terms invoked in all four datasets, alongside their prevalence relative to the most frequently occurring identity term in each dataset.

Examination of the terms in March points to the initial dominance of Asian and Chinese identities as topics discussed with racism during COVID-19. For
tweets mentioning racism, “Asian” and “Chinese” are the second and fourth ranked identity terms following mentions of racists, with relative prevalence scores of 17.38% and 13.32%. Among reply targets, “Asian” falls to the sixth rank, though with a higher relative prevalence of 22.40%; but “Chinese” is the most mentioned identity term in the entire dataset. These measurements strongly suggest that discussions of racism around COVID-19 responded strongly to discussions of Chinese and Asian groups.

However, by August, the word “Asian” ranks fifth in tweets mentioning racism, with a relative prevalence of 9.35%. During the same time period, “Chinese” ranks thirteenth with a relative prevalence of 3.14%. Among reply targets, “Chinese” falls from the top identity to the ninth with a relative prevalence of 8.15%, while “Asian” occupies the twelfth rank with a relative prevalence of
6.36%. Taken together, these measurements deepen our assessment of reduced discussion around racial groups in August, especially relative to the pervasive targeting of Asian and Chinese populations in March.

At the same time, “American” and “President” rank highly among racism tweets at fifth and sixth spots in March. But, their relative prevalence is initially low at 7.20% and 6.62%, respectively. Among reply targets, their ranks are comparable at fifth and seventh, but they have relatively higher prevalence at 23.17% and 21.46%.

However, by August, tweets about racism rank mentions of “American” at third, with a relative prevalence of 17.03%, and “President” at fifth, with a relative prevalence of 8.66%. Reply targets further feature this increase in rank at a greater rate, with “American” rising to fourth at a relative prevalence of 36.22% and “President” rising to second at a relative prevalence of 39.99%, right after “racist”. Collectively, these measurements point to an intensified focus on U.S. politics, particularly in relation to the nearing U.S. presidential elections in November. In this electoral context, the expression of hate in relation to racism further appears to be presented as criticism of President Trump against the backdrop of the pandemic.

This latter assessment of election-linked criticism is further borne out by other terms among the top twenty identities. By August, mentions of “Democrat” and “Republican” rise substantially among reply targets, ranking fifth and sixth, respectively, indicating their focal role in triggering discussions around racism in relation to the pandemic. Mentions of voters likewise appear among tweets mentioning racism as well as their target replies, ranking eleventh and sixth, respectively. This potentially suggests that racism may be an issue of significance to voters’ deliberative process. Finally, more pejorative political terms likewise appear in the top twenty terms. “Traitor” is the most notable for reply targets, ranking eighth (right above “Chinese”).

4 Limitations

As with any study involving Twitter samples, the conclusions drawn from a particular dataset may not necessarily be representative of the entire conversation surrounding a subject on Twitter. Furthermore, our methods may have underestimated the prevalence of hate speech due to limits in the hate speech model’s generalizability and predictive performance. While improvements to hate speech detection methods may certainly be explored using more advanced models [6], our focus in the present work lies primarily with scalability and interpretability.

In addition, hate speech may be under-represented in our sets of tweets that were replied to with mentions of racism. Though the tweets discussing racism were collected via a Twitter data stream, the tweets being replied to were necessarily collected after the fact. This means that some tweets could have been removed before we were able to collect them. For March 2020, our data collection was able to collect 84.60% of the tweets with replies mentioning racism. For August 2020, that proportion was 81.88%. It is therefore clear that some tweets
were deleted before being collected. However, not all of the inaccessible tweets had been deleted; many were simply set as private. This means that though our datasets of replied tweets may under-represent the hate speech present in the true data, the effect may be small. More research into this issue is necessary before a meaningful conclusion can be made.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Online discourse around COVID-19 has featured significant discussion of racism, reflecting broader issues of racial inequities around the pandemic \[3, 5\]. Over time, however, our findings demonstrate that while racism indeed reflected xenophobic hate speech in the early months of the pandemic, it has also become a strikingly political category, anchored now on the actions of political leaders, reflecting their track record of themselves stoking xenophobia or racial divisions in response to the pandemic \[11\]. These findings meaningfully extend the literature on pandemic-fueled hate speech, which has predominantly linked online discourse solely to anti-Asian and anti-Chinese sentiments \[9, 12\]. Here, we find that racism itself can shift in meaning in line with wider changes in the global political context.

Our analysis further suggests several insights for the more general study of online hate speech. While state-of-the-art efforts at detecting hate speech have certainly been valuable \[4, 6\], our work demonstrates novel yet flexible and straightforward techniques for characterizing hate speech within its interactive contexts. More specifically, we show how hate speech predictions can signal different behaviors when it is prevalent among tweets which receive replies (in which case we identify interactions which call out racism) and when hate is present in replies themselves (in which case we detect the hateful use of the racist label itself). These characterizations are deepened in relation to their associated identity categories \[8\], since the former retaliates against racially charged xenophobia and the latter performs political criticism.

The most immediate next step in this line of work would be to examine the prevalence of bots in these datasets. Information operations may be involved in the spread of hate speech and in fueling the racism discussion at different points in time, with different tactical objectives \[14\]. Analysis of bot behavior may therefore deepen the findings presented here. It may also be interesting to explore other potential targets that may have been called out by the tweets mentioning racism. For example, it would be fruitful to look at the users who were mentioned in the tweets discussing racism. Sets of tweets from these mentioned users could be collected and run through the hate speech model to see if those users were indeed being more hateful than the average Twitter user.
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